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Abstract
When analysing a concurrent program in order to verify its correctness one faces
a severe complexity problem statespaces corresponding to concurrent programs
become tremendously large To cope with this problem of statespace explosion
two dierent types of approaches have been established abstraction techniques and
partialorder methods Abstraction aims at reducing the number of states by reduc
ing the diversity of actions of a program Partialorder methods reduce a statespace
by ignoring particular interleavings of concurrent behavioural patterns However
abstraction still faces the intricateness of an exhaustive statespace construction and
partialorder methods by ignoring certain patterns of actions are not suitable for
proving some property classes such as liveness properties
We combine in this paper abstraction with a partialorder approach The aim
is to use a partialorder method in the analysis phase of a concurrent program
to construct only a reduced concrete statespace of the program The reduced
statespace then has to contain sucient information about the program needed to
construct the abstract statespace The abstract statespace is then used to prove
properties of the program
 Introduction
In practice the size of automata representations of the behaviour of con
current programs limits the application of automatic verication concepts to
rather small examples When trying to verify concurrent programs of practi
cal interest one faces what is known as statespace explosion The automa
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ton representation of a programs behaviour is much too large for automatic
verication techniques to be feasible Statespace reduction can help to im
prove the eciency of verication algorithms Basically two main concepts
for the construction of a reduced statespace exist abstraction techniques 	

	 and partialorder methods 
Abstraction reduces the statespace by reducing the diversity of actions
actions can be ignored or identied with one another Partialorder methods
avoid considering particular interleavings of concurrent behavioural patterns
Though being useful for some examples both concepts still have certain draw
backs Abstraction methods when not combined with other concepts are still
confronted with the exhaustive construction of the concrete statespace they
usually dene how to collapse a given concrete statespace Partialorder meth
ods are not applicable to some property classes eg liveness properties since
they can for instance ignore action patterns that would violate a property
We present in this paper how abstraction and partialorder methods can
be combined Using a partialorder method to analyse a concurrent program
enables to only construct a reduced concrete statespace of the program The
reduced statespace contains all the information about the program necessary
to construct the abstract statespace that then can be used to prove properties
of the program The paper aims at presenting a framework for the combination
of partialorder methods and abstraction In detail it is shown in which way a
partialorder method needs to be tailored to t into the abstraction framework
 Preliminaries
The behaviour of a concurrent program can be represented by a set of innitely
long sequences of actions Actions are atomic acts the program performs We
consider the set  of actions to be nite from a suciently abstract point of
view Thus a behaviour is an language on a nite set  of actions This
language represents all sequences of actions that the program can perform
in an innite amount of time We call each innite sequence of actions a
computation of the program
The sequences of actions that the program can perform in a nite amount
of time are its partial computations The partial behaviour is the set of all
nitely long sequences of actions ie it is a language on the set of actions
Since all prexes of a partial computation are also partial computations of
the program we require that a partial behaviour is a prexclosed language
subsequently let  be the nite set of atomic actions of a program let 

be
the set of all nitely long sequences on  and let 

be the set of all innitely
long sequences on 
Denition  Let L  

be a language on  Let preL designate the set
of all prexes of words in L L is prexclosed if and only if preL  L
This denition includes the notion of a prex set

Denition  Let w  

be a word let L  

be a language let x  

be an word and let L

 

be an language Then

prew  fu  

j v  

 uv  wg

preL  fu  

j v  

 uv  Lg

prex  fu  

j z  

 uz  xg

preL

  fu  

j z  

 uz  L

g
pre   denotes the set of prexes of   
The innite behaviour of a concurrent program is determined by its par
tial behaviour continued to innity The idea of the innite continuation of
a partial behaviour can be dened in terms of formal language theory using
the notion of Eilenberglimit of a language 
Denition  Let L  

be a language The Eilenberglimit limL of L
is dened as limL  fx  

j 

w  prex  w  Lg Read 

 as
there exist innitely many dierent 
For prexclosed languages L the denition of an Eilenberglimit can be
relaxed to limL  fx  

j prex  Lg
We consider only regular behaviours in this paper ie behaviours that can
be represented by a nite automaton  We thus dene
Denition  A behaviour of a concurrent program is the Eilenberglimit of
a prexclosed regular language
Prexclosed regular languages and their Eilenberglimits can be repre
sented by deterministic nite automata with only accepting states

The
minimal automaton representation of a programs behavoiur is called the pro
grams statespace We call such a type of automaton a nitestate system
Denition  A nitestate system A is a minimal nite automaton 	

with only accepting states We denote the language accepted by A by LA
A behaviour satises a linear property  if and only if all its computations
satisfy it Intuitively a property partitions the set 

into the set Y  

of
computations that satisfy the property and the set N  

of computations
that do not To dene a property formally we simply identify the property
with the set Y of computations that satisfy it 
Denition  A property P over  is a subset of 

 in terms of formal
language theory it is an language over  We say that a behaviour limL
remember that we assume L  

is regular and L  preL satises P if
and only if limL  P We write limL j P for limL satises P

Note that the inequivalence of deterministic and nondeterministic Bchiautomata van
ishes when all states are accepting i	e	 when the nitary language accepted by the automa
ton is prexclosed	

To introduce an implicit fairness assumption into the satisfaction relation
 we dene relative liveness properties 	 of behaviours as an
approximate satisfaction relation of properties  To do so we rst have to
introduce the notion of a languages leftquotient by a word 	
Denition 	 Let w  

and let L  

 The leftquotients of L and
limL by the word w are dened as w

L  fv  

j wv  Lg and
w

limL  fx  

j wx  limLg
Denition 
 We call P  

a relative liveness property of limL if and
only if
w  prelimL  x  w

limL  wx  P
Note  If limL  

 then the denitions of a relative liveness property is
equivalent to the denition of a liveness property 
Usually relative liveness and the closely related concept of machineclosure
 are used to classify properties with respect to other properties In
contrast to this we consider relative liveness as a satisfaction relation with an
inherent fairness condition that we call approximate satisfaction 
Denition  If P  

is a relative liveness property of limL we say
that limL satises P approximately
We write limLj
RL
P to indicate that limL satises property P ap
proximately For the reader interested in mathematical details we note that
the name approximate satisfaction is motivated by observing that P is a rela
tive liveness property of limL if and only if limL P is a dense set in the
Cantor topology on limL  see A We can also give an alternative
setinclusion characterization of an approximately satised property which es
tablishes the decidability of approximate satisfaction for regular behaviours
and properties
Lemma  limL satises P approximately if and only if
prelimL  prelimL  P
Proof By denition L

j
RL
P if and only if for all w  preL

 there exists
x  w

L

 such that wx  P Hence we have w  preL

 P for all
w  preL

 This is equivalent to preL

  preL

 P On the other
hand preL

 P  preL

 and thus preL

  preL

 P
If preL

  preL

 P then w  preL

 P for all w  preL


Therefore for all w  preL

 there exists an x  w

L

 such that wx  P
and hence P is a relative liveness property of L

 
From an intuitive point of view approximate satisfaction and satisfaction
of properties under fairness  are closely related But approximate satis
faction can dier from satisfaction under particular fairness concepts Anyway
one can show that a nitestate implementation of a behaviour such that all

strongly fair computations of the implementation satisfy the property can al
ways be found 	 see B Unfortunately this nitestate implementation
can be much larger the product of the statespaces of the behaviour and the
property than the minimal nitestate representation of limL It is thus
an inconvenient representation of limL Therefore approximate satisfac
tion can be viewed as satisfaction under fairness that allows a very compact
representation of a systems behaviour
 Abstraction
When turning to verication which is checking whether a concurrent program
satises given properties requirement specication the size of the statespace
of the program limits the applicability of automatic verication techniques
On the other hand a program usually performs actions which need not be
considered in the verication process or which need not be distinguished from
other actions respectively Hence we can try to reduce the statespace by
ignoring unimportant actions or by giving a common name to actions which
need not be distinguished from one another These two concepts are action
hiding and action renaming The so dened type of simplication is called
behaviour abstraction 
	
On the level of formal language theory the concepts of action hiding and
renaming are wellestablished in alphabetic language homomorphisms  Al
phabetic language homomorphisms are language homomorphisms which take
letters to letters action renaming or to the empty word action hiding They
are originally dened on languages We have to extend them to languages
dening the notion of an abstraction homomorphisms 
	
Denition  Let 

designate 



 Let  and 

be two nite sets of
actions We call h  

 

an abstraction homomorphism if and only if
the following conditions hold

If we constrain h to a mapping on letters in  then we obtain a total
function h   

 fg action renaming and hiding

If v w  

and x  

 then hvw  hvhw and hvx  hvhx
compatibility with concatenation

If we constrain h to a mapping on words over  then we obtain a partial
function h  

 

no reduction of innite sequences to nite ones
Note that abstraction homomorphisms are partial mappings since they are
not dened on words that would be taken to nitely long words Since we
are considering behaviours that are Eilenberglimits of prexclosed regular
languages we have to dene abstractions in terms of Eilenberglimits
Denition  Let h  

 

be an abstraction homomorphism and let
L  

be a prexclosed language We dene the abstraction of the concrete
behaviour limL with respect to h to be limhL

This denition is reasonable since for prexclosed regular L the sets
limhL and hlimL become equal 
	 see C When considering
approximately satised properties on an abstract behaviour abstraction ho
momorphisms do not establish a suitable abstraction concept since they do
not preserve approximately satised properties Preservation of properties
designates that a property which holds for the abstraction also holds for the
concrete behaviour in a corresponding way To ensure preservation of approxi
mately satised properties an additional requirement must be satised by the
abstraction homomorphism This additional requirement is called simplicity
of the homomorphism on the behaviour 
Denition  Let h  

 

be an abstraction Let L  

be a partial
behaviour h is called simple on L if and only if for all w  

 there exists
v  hw

hL such that
v

hw

hL  v

hw

L
The reader should not worry about this fairly technical denition Its con
tent is best revealed by the following theorem It establishes that abstractions
which are simple on a partial behaviour L are exactly the type of abstractions
that preserve relative liveness properties 
Theorem  Let L  

be a prexclosed and regular language let h 


 

be an abstracting homomorphism such that hL does not contain
maximal words

and let P  

be a property Then the condition
limhLj
RL
P if and only if limLj
RL
h

P
holds if and only if h is simple on L
According to this theorem we can derive approximately satised properties
of the concurrent program by considering approximately satised properties
of its simple abstraction In the subsequent sections we will show that this
can be done even without exhaustively constructing the concrete behaviour
limL of the program
 PartialOrder Methods
A dierent way to tackle the statespace explosion problem the problem of
tremendously large statespaces of concurrent programs is established by
partialorder methods If there are several dierent partial computations of
a program that are equal except for permutations of adjacent independent ac
tions independent actions do not inuence one another see below then
the representation of the behaviour will be reduced to one in which for each

w  L is a maximal word in L if and only if w

L  fg	 The restriction to
maximalwordfree languages in the theorem can be removed easily by introducing ad
ditional dummy actions  replace L by L fg for  being a new symbol	 We omit
this obvious construction to avoid introducing additional notation at this point	

class of equivalent partial computations only a reduced number of represen
tatives is included Partialorder methods ignore interleavings of particular
concurrent behavioural patterns and hence reduce the statespace by ignoring
interim states The key notion in the denition of partialorder methods is
the independence of actions


Denition  Let  be a nite set of actions A relation      is
called an independence relation of a nitestate system A if and only if for all
a and a

in  a a

   if and only if for all states q of A we have

if a occurs in state q then a

will be enabled in the successor state of q after
occurence of a if and only if a

is enabled in q and vice versa for a and a

being swapped

if a and subsequently a

occur in state q the successor state will be the same
as if rst a

and then a had occured
We consider two partial computations to be equivalent if and only if we can
transform one into the other by repeatedly permuting adjacent independent
actions The equivalence classes of this equivalence relation are called traces
This means that we mainly consider trace theory 
Denition  Let w  

be a partial computation and let    be an
independence relation The trace w

according to w and  is the set of all
partial computations w

such that w

can be constructed from w by repeated
permutations of adjacent independent actions
Not surprisingly partial computations that belong to the same trace lead
to the same state
Lemma  Let A be a nitestate system and let      be an inde
pendence relation Let ww

 LA be two partial computations such that
w  w



 Then the state of A reached by performing w is the same as the
state of A reached by performing w


Proof Let w
i

in
 n  IN  be a sequence of partial computations such
that w

 w w
n
 w

 and for all 	 	 i 	 n
 	 w
i
can be derived from w
i
be permuting exactly two of adjacent independent actions
Let w
i
 u  a  b  v and w
i
 u  b  a  v such that u v  

 a b  
and a b   Let q be the state reached by A after performing u Because
a and b are independent the successor state is the same when A performs a
rst and then b or rst b and then a after having performed u Since then in
both w
i
and w
i
 v has to be performed the state of A when processing w
i
is the same as for processing w
i
 Therefore the state reached by A is the
same for processing w
i
and w
j
for all i and j such that 	 	 i j 	 n 

Usually one considers the independence of transitions instead of actions	 However it is
more convenient for the approach discussed in this paper to consider the independence of
actions which is very closely related to independence of transitions actions are transition
labels	 Remember that we always consider minimal automata to represent behaviours
	
We can reformulate this result in terms of leftquotients leftquotients rep
resent the states of a nitestate system
Note  Let A be a nitestate system and let    be an independence
relation Let ww

 LA be two partial computations such that w  w




Then w

LA  w

LA
Denition  Let A be a nitestate system and let      be an
independence relation A trace system T
A

according to A and  is a nite
state system such that
i All w

accepted by T
A

are accepted by A
ii For all wa accepted by T
A

 w  LT
A

 and a   there is no b   such
that a b   and wb  LT
A


iii For all w accepted by A there exist w

accepted by T
A

and 
w  LA
such that 
w  w



and w  pre 
w
The rst part of Denition  guarantees that T
A

does not represent more
than A does The second part is intended to keep T
A

small do not construct
more than necessary Finally the last third part of Denition  determines
that all partial computations accepted by A can be reconstructed from partial
behaviours in T
A


 PartialOrders and Abstraction
When considering abstraction in practice concrete statespaces are in general
much too large to be constructed exhaustively before collapsing them by an
abstraction step Therefore methods are required to construct only a part
of the concrete statespace which is sucient to compute the abstract state
space Then using the results sketched in the preliminaries of this paper
properties of a concurrent program can be checked without constructing its
statespace exhaustively If in addition simplicity of the homomorphism can
be checked on the reduced concrete statespace such an approach can also be
established for properties under fairness assumptions namely approximately
satised properties
We establish in this section the basics for such a result combining ab
straction with partialorder methods by applying abstraction to a suitable
type of trace system We rst dene when a trace system is compatible with
an abstraction homomorphism
Denition  Let h  

 

be an abstraction homomorphism An
independence relation      is hcompatible if and only if a b  
implies ha   or hb   or ha  hb A trace system is called h
compatible if and only if its underlying independence relation is hcompatible
We rst prove that for hcompatible independence relations equivalent
partial computations have the same abstraction

Lemma  Let h  

 

be an abstraction homomorphism Let  
 be a hcompatible independence relation Let w

 

and let w  w




Then hw  hw


Proof Let w
i

in
 n  IN  be a sequence of partial computations such
that w

 w w
n
 w

 and for all 	 	 i 	 n
 	 w
i
can be derived from w
i
be permuting exactly one pair of adjacent independent actions Let a b  
be such a pair Because  is hcompatible we have ha   or hb   or
ha  hb Hence hab  hba and consequently hw
i
  hw
i
 for all
	 	 i 	 n
 	 Thus hw  hw

 
We can use this result to prove that a hcompatible trace system is su
cient to compute a concurrent programs abstract statespace the rst part of
Lemma  together with an auxilliary result needed to prove that simplicity
of the abstraction on the concrete behaviour can be tested on the tracesystem
Lemma  Let h  

 

be an abstraction homomorphism let A be
a nite state system and let      be a hcompatible independence
relation Let T
A

be a trace system according to A and  let w

 LT
A

 and
let w  LA such that w  w



 Then
i hLA  hLT
A


ii hw

LA  hw

LT
A


Proof
i Because by denition of a trace system all w

 LT
A

 are also in LA
we only have to show that hLA  hLT
A

 Let v be in LA Then
there is v

in LT
A

 and 
v  LA such that v  pre
v and 
v  v




By Lemma  h
v  hv

 which implies that hv is a prex of hv


Since LT
A

 is prexclosed hv  hLT
A


ii hw

LA  hw

LT
A

 because LT
A

  LA and by Note 
w

LA  w

LA Thus we only have to show hw

LA 
hw

LT
A


Let v  w

LA Then by Note  v  w

LA and thus w

v 
LA By denition of a trace system there is u

 LT
A

 and 
u  LA
such that w

v  pre
u and 
u  u



 By Lemma  h
u  hu


We assume that w

 preu

 Then we can factorise u

as u

 w

v

t
such that hv

  hv Since u

 LT
A

 and LT
A

 is a prexclosed
language w

v

 LT
A

 Hence v

 w

LT
A


What remains to be proved is that the assumption w

 preu

 is
correct Assume w

 preu

 would not hold Then let x  

be the
longest common prex of w

and u

 Let a b   such that va  prew


and vb  preu

 Both va and vb are in LT
A

 By the second part of
the denition of a trace system Denition  a b   Therefore a
and b cannot be exchanged by any permutation of adjacent independent
actions That means since w

 pre
u that the order of the actions a

and b is dierent in 
u from the one in u

 Because a b   
u cannot
be in u



which contradicts 
u  u





We can use this result to show that simplicity of an abstraction on the
behaviour of a concurrent program can be checked already on the reduced
statespace formed by the abstractioncompatible trace system
Theorem  Let A be a nitestate system on alphabet  Let h  




be an abstraction homomorphism Let      be an hcompatible
independence relation Let T
A

be a hcompatible trace system to A and 
Then h is simple on LA if and only if h is simple on LT
A


Proof  Let h be simple on LA Let w

be in LT
A

 By denition w

is in LA Since h is simple on LA there exists v  hw



hLA such
that v

hw



hLA is equal to v

hw

LA By Lemma 
hLA  hLT
A

 as well as hw

LA  hw

LT
A

 Hence
v

hw



hLT
A

 is equal to v

hw

LT
A

 Conseqently h is
simple on LT
A


 Let h be simple on LT
A

 Let w be in LA By denition there
is w

 LT
A

 and 
w  LA such that w  pre 
w and 
w  w



 By
Lemma  h 
w  hw

 Since h is simple on LT
A

 there must exist some
v

 hw



hLT
A

 such that the set v

hw



hLT
A

 is equal
to the set v

hw

LT
A

 By Lemma  hLA  hLT
A

 and
h 
w

LA  hw

LT
A

 Hence v

h 
w

hLA is equal to
v

h 
w

LA Let 
v  

such that h 
w  hw
v Let v

 
vv

 Then
v

hw

hLA is equal to v

hw

LA and thus h is simple
on LA 
Note that Theorem  only holds because of condition ii in Denition 
We could have omitted this condition in the denition of a trace system if we
were not interested in checking the simplicity of an abstraction on the trace
system We can combine the result of Theorem  with the preservation
result for approximately satised properties Theorem  and Lemma 
and obtain nally
Corollary  Let A be a nitestate system on alphabet  Let h  




be an abstraction homomorphism Let      be a hcompatible
independence relation Let T
A

be a hcompatible trace system to A and  such
that hLT
A

 does not contain maximal words Let P  

be a property
Then the condition
limhLT
A

j
RL
P if and only if limLAj
RL
h

P
holds if and only if h is simple on LT
A



 Conclusion
We have shown in this paper Corollary  that a reduced statespace a
partialorder representation of a concurrent program can be used to check its
properties even under fairness without constructing the complete statespace
of the program exhaustively This approach includes an interim abstraction
step for which it is shown that the complete and reduced behaviour of the
program lead to the same abstract behaviour The key concept for this ap
proach is abstractioncompatibility of an independence relation on actions In
addition checking simplicity of the abstraction which is crucial for the preser
vation of properties under fairness approximately satised properties can
also be checked on the reduced behaviour on behalf of the complete one
The presented approach presents a framework of how reduced statespaces
have to look like to be compatible with abstraction and verication under
fairness assumptions To construct an abstractioncompatible trace system
some kind of reduced reachability analysis like for instance in  has
to take place In addition one has to care for a fair treatment of all actions
during the analysis eg by introducing a prioritisation of actions that changes
during the programs analysis phase The construction of such an algorithm
is the next topic to be studied in this framework
A Relative Liveness and the Cantor Topology
Relative liveness and safety properties have an elegant denition within the
Cantor topology ie the topological space over 

compatible with the fol
lowing metric  For topological notions see 
Denition A Let commonx y designate the longest common prex of two
words x and y in 

 We dene the metric dx y by
x y  

 x  y  dx y 
	
jcommonx yj 	
x  

 dx x  
Lemma A A property P is a relative liveness property of an language
L

if and only if L

 P is a dense set in L


Proof Let L

j
RL
P and let x  L

 Then preL

  preL

 P Thus
prex  preL

 P and we have w  prex  y  L

 P  w  prey
We get for all x  L

and all     is related to

jwj
 that there is a
y  L

 P such that dx y   So L

 P is a dense set in L


Let L

 P be a dense set in L

 Then for all x  L

and all   
there exists y  L

 P such that dx y   Let x be in L

 let w be in
prex and let  

jwj
 Because L

 P is a dense set in L

 there exists
y  L

 P such that w  prey Thus preL

  preL

 P Because
preL

 P  preL

 we have preL

  preL

 P By Lemma  P

is a relative liveness property of L



B Fairness and Approximately Satised Properties
If a property is a relative liveness property of a behaviour our expectation
is that a fair implementation of this behaviour will satisfy the property in
the classical sense In fact this is not true for every implementation even if
one assumes strong fairness However it is always possible to add sucient
state information to a system in order to turn relative liveness properties into
properties that are satised in the classical sense under fairness The following
theorem makes this precise
Theorem B Let limL be the behaviour of a concurrent program L is
regular and prexclosed and let P be an regular property Then if P is a
relative liveness property of L

 there exists a nitestate system A such that
the language accepted by A is limL and all strongly fair computations in
A satisfy P
Proof Since P is a relative liveness property of limL by Lemma 
we have that prelimL  prelimL  P Furthermore since limL 
limprelimL we have
limL  limprelimL  PB
Consider thus a reduced Bchi automaton A accepting limL  P by re
duced we mean that states from which no word can be accepted have been
eliminated The nitestate system A we are going to construct is A with its
acceptance condition removed Indeed by equation B A accepts limL
Furthermore all strongly fair innite computations ofA will go innitely often
through a formerly accepting state of A and thus will satisfy P 
The Theorem we have just proved gives an interesting insight into relative
liveness properties They are the properties that fairness makes true of the
system but possibly at the cost of adding state information to the system
implementation in a noninterfering way ie without altering the behaviour of
the system
C Commuting Limit and Homomorphism
We neede a condition that implied for a language L  

and an abstraction
homomorphism h  

 

 that limhL is a subset of hlimL this
implies limhL  hlimL This subsetcondition does not hold for the
general case

We prove it for prexclosed regular languages This prove

Both conditions prexclosedness and regularity are necessary for enabling us to com
mute limit and homomorphism
 Let L be the not prexclosed regular language a

b and

even though the proposition appears to be fairly obvious is more complicated
than one expects at rst glance We have to apply Knigs Lemma in a suitable
presentation  Lemma  in the proof
Lemma C Knigs Lemma Let R  E  E be a relationE is an
arbitrary setand let for all n  IN  E
n
be a nite nonempty subset of E
such that
S
nIN
E
n
is innite and to each e  E
n
there exists an f  E
n
such that f e  R Then there exists an innite sequence e
n

nIN
in E
such that e
n
 E
n
and e
n
 e
n
  R for all n  IN 
Let L  

be a prexclosed regular language Let h  

 

be
an abstraction homomorphism If x is an word in limhL then there
exists a sequence w
n

nIN
of words w
n
 hL such that w
n
 prex and
jw
n
j  n for all n  IN 

The last condition holds because L is prexclosed
implies that hL is prexclosed too w
n

nIN
is the sequence of all prexes
of x and thus generates x as its limit
To each of the w
n
we construct a set U
n
of minimal inverse images of w
n

U
n
is the set of all words u in h

w
n
L such that there is no shorter word
v in h

w
n
  L with u

L  v

L
Denition C We dene for all n  IN 
U
n
 fu  h

w
n
  L j v  h

w
n
  L  juj  jvj  u

L  v

Lg
Because all w
n
are in hL there must be a u  L such that hu  w
n

Consequently we have
Note  U
n
is not empty for all n  IN 
Let u  U
n
 For all v  U
n
such that u

L  v

L we have jvj  juj
by denition of U
n
 Because there are only nitely many sets w

L w  


their number corresponds to the number of states of the minimal automaton
accepting L we obtain
Note  U
n
is a nite set for all n  IN 
Because U
n
 U
m
  if n  m and all U
n
are nonempty sets we observe
Note 
S
nIN
U
n
is an innite set
By  we designate the proper prex relation ie for all u v  

 u  v
if and only if u  v and u  prev We show
Lemma C For all n  IN and all v  U
n
 there exists a word u  U
n
such that u  v
let h be an abstraction homomorphism determined by ha  a

and hb  	 Then
limL and thus hlimL is the empty set but hL  a

and thus limhL  a

	
Hence limhL  hlimL	 Also for the prexclosed nonregular contextfree lan
guage L  prefa
n
b
n
j n  INg we have limL  hlimL   and limhL  a

	

The notation w
n
should not be confused with the nth power of w	

Proof Let v be in U
n
and let u be in prev such that hu  w
n
 Hence
u  v Because L is prexclosed u is in L and thus u  h

w
n
  L The
rest of v after u we denote by v

 ie v  uv

 We assume that u is not in
U
n
and show a contradiction
If u  U
n
 then there must be a word u

 h

w
n
L such that ju

j  juj
and u

L  u

L Because u

is in h

w
n
  L we have hu

v

  w
n

Because u

L  u

L we obtain u

v

 L and v

L  u

v



L So
u

v

is in h

w
n
  L u

v



L  v

L and ju

v

j  jvj Therefore
v  U
n
 which contradicts the choice of v 
We have shown for the construction of U
n

nIN
 that all preconditions
hold to apply Knigs Lemma Thus we can prove the technical lemma that
was used in some of our proofs
Lemma C If L  

is a prexclosed regular language and h  

 

is an abstraction homomorphism then
limhL  hlimL
Proof If limhL   then hlimL   Therefore we can assume
limhL  
limhL  hlimL Let x  limhL Then there exists an innite
sequence w
n

nIN
of words in hL such that jw
n
j  n and w
n
 prex
for all n  IN  We construct an innite sequence U
n

nIN
of subsets of L as
dened above With respect to the above notes and the previous lemma we
have seen that all U
n
are nonempty nite sets
S
nIN
U
n
is an innite set and
for all v  U
n
 there exists a u  U
n
such that u  v
According to Knigs Lemma there exists an innite sequence u
n

nIN
of words in L such that u
n
 U
n
and u
n
 u
n
 for all n  IN  The sequence
u
n

nIN
uniquely generates an word y  limL and because hu
n
  w
n

for all n  IN  we obtain hy  x So for all x  limhL there exists a
y  limL such that x  hy Thus limhL  hlimL
hlimL  limhL Let x be in limL such that hx is dened
Because L is prexclosed all u  prex are in L So for all u  prex hu
is in prehx Because hx is dened there are innitely many dierent
hu in prehx for u  prex  L Thus hx is in limhL and we
obtain hlimL  limhL 
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